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Chapter 1
Monetary Policy in East Asia:
Implementation Matters

Frank Rövekamp, Moritz Bälz, and Hanns Günther Hilpert

Abstract When monetary policy was still largely confined to the setting of interest
rates and conventional open market operations, monetary policy implementation
could be considered a technical issue beyond the scope for academic analysis. This
has changed with the advent of the so-called unconventional monetary policies such
as Quantitative Easing (QE). The exact way of conducting such policies has a huge
influence not only on financial markets, but also on the real economy and on fiscal
affairs. Meanwhile, central bank communication has proven to be a major factor for
the efficiency of monetary policy paths, and in this field, too, success depends to a
large degree on proper implementation.

The chapters in this book take a look at monetary implementation issues in various
Asian economies. This widens the perspective for further areas, such as inflation
targeting, exchange-rate policies and company-stock purchases by central banks.
The case of the People’s Bank of China demonstrates that the smooth implementa-
tion of monetary policy may be infringed by governance issues. Experiences from
the Bank of Korea show that Inflation Targeting faces fundamental challenges in
communication. Exchange-rate management remains very important for smaller and
open economies, such as those of Singapore and Taiwan; here skilful implementa-
tion has to assure the control of short-term speculative capital movements without
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negatively affecting trade and direct investments. The boundaries of QE are tested
in Japan, where the central bank not only purchases government bonds but also
company stock. The potential side effects on corporate governance and stock market
volatility may still unfold. The cases presented in this book underline the importance
of the implementation aspect of monetary policy and point to the need for further
research in this area.

The achievement and preservation of price stability remain the primary goal of
monetary policy. Ever since the global financial crisis of 2008/09, however, concerns
about financial stability have also taken centre stage and the fighting of deflation,
rather than inflation, has become the order of the day in the major economies. In
this environment, traditional monetary policy tools, such as the setting of short-term
interest rates and reserve policy quickly reached their limits and a range of largely
untested measures, under the heading of “quantitative easing” (QE), emerged. With
QE, central banks involved themselves in financial market dealings on an unprece-
dented scale. QE has also had strong effects on the global movement of capital, as
investors faced rapidly decreasing opportunities for decent returns.

The strong side effects of QE have also brought the concrete implementation of
monetary policy into focus. Differences in this regard potentially have huge repercus-
sions on matters such as financing conditions and market volatility. In this connec-
tion, attention has been drawn to the question of what kind of collateral central
banks accept in exchange for central bank money. In Europe, for example, more
than 30,000 different securities are eligible as collateral for the European Central
Bank, and Nyborg has shown that there has been a growth towards the usage of
lower quality collateral over time. This, in the end, distorts market prices and thus
affects the efficient allocation of resources not only in the financial markets, but also
in the real economy.1 Thus, the implementation details of QE, which are rarely in
the spotlight, prove to be of the utmost importance.

Furthermore, the execution of monetary policy is a major concern not only for
investors in finance and the real economy, but also for actors in the fields of fiscal and
exchange-rate policy. Central bank communication and forward guidance is another
field, in which success strongly depends on the precise implementation.

As the implementation aspect of monetary policy has not received much attention
in academic research and literature, its practice has proven to be a somewhat evolu-
tionary learning process.2 Every step in this evolution is a kind of experiment, and
central banks are learning from their successes and failures. In this way, spectacular
monetary policy events are major concerns for the credibility of central banks and
determine themonetary implementation path further down the road. Some prominent
examples from Asia and Europe vividly illustrate the importance of implementation
in the realms of communication:

Mario Draghi’s magical words announcing the ECB’s “Outright Monetary Trans-
actions” (OMT) programme on 26 July 2012 can be considered as a brilliant
masterpiece of successful central bank communication:

1Nyborg (2017).
2Bindseil (2016).
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Within our mandate, the ECB is ready to do whatever it takes to preserve the Euro. And
believe me, it will be enough.3

Subsequently, the spread of French, Italian and Spanish government bonds
declined and returned to their previous levels with yields slightly above that of
German government bonds. Eventually, not a single Euro was spent for the OMT
programme.

But there were also examples of mishaps, misjudgement and even impotence.
Thus, the ECB has been less successful in its attempts to uphold prerogative
sovereignty in the discussion about the significance and fiscal risks of target-2
balances.4 In the Northern Eurozone countries, scepticism prevailed. To mention
two further examples, the People’s Bank of China’s (PBC) surprising, uncommented
decision ofAugust 2016 to devaluate the RMBby 1.9% against theUSD, let the stock
markets tumble. Eventually, the PBC had to spend almost 500 billion USD to prevent
the RMB from falling further. Similarly, the surprising announcement of the Indian
government on 8 November 2016 to de-monetise all 500 and 1000 Rupee banknotes
provoked an enduring cash shortage and created serious economic disruptions.

All these examples show that central bank communication faces a structural
dilemma: to give credible forward guidance, precise and unambiguous information
in sufficient quantity is called for. This, however, is accompanied by reduced possi-
bilities to react flexibly in the face of surprising external developments. A central
bank may face the unpleasant option of sticking to its forward guided course, even
though it no longer constitutes the most appropriate choice, or of suddenly changing
direction, which may come at the expense of credibility. In this way, there can be
no fixed recipe for successful monetary policy communication; its implementation
needs to be carefully gauged against the specific circumstances in which it finds
itself.5

The contributions in this volume bear witness of the critical importance of
monetary policy implementation mainly from the perspective of Asian economies,
notwithstanding the major differences in their size and circumstances.

The conduct of monetary policy by the People’s Bank of China is analysed
by Patrick Hess in Chap. 2. In general, the PBC uses the same monetary policy
tools as other central banks, namely, open market operations, standing facilities (i.e.
borrowing and deposit facilities for commercial banks) and reserve requirements. It
may also still rely on “window guidance” to informally advise the financial sector on
the amounts of the banking loans to different sectors. Hess concludes that, despite
its multiple objectives—price stability, promoting growth and employment, main-
taining the balance of payments and financial stability—and despite a challenging
and rapidly changing external environment, the PBC has, in fact, done reasonably
well with its policies.

Hess’ verdict, however, is less confident when it comes to transparency and
accountability,which are conventional key demands on central bank policy to achieve

3Draghi (2012).
4Hellwig (2018).
5Weidmann (2018).
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low inflation andmanage inflation expectations. One reason for this is the fact that the
PBC still lacks independence, as it needs to have its decisions approved by the State
Council, China’s government. But beyond this, a clear-cut communication policy is
also hindered by the peculiar composition of theMonetary Policy Committee (MPC),
the top decision-making organ of the PBC, and the position of the bank within the
setting of other state institutions.

TheMPC hasmanymore external, than internal, members. The external members
are vice-ministers or leaders of other economic and regulatory institutions. Already
the process of decision-making is thus not only driven by the usual monetary indi-
cators, but also by a complex balancing of interests with other institutions in the
economic and the financial field. There is no “arm’s length relationship” between the
PBC and other important economic institutions in the Western sense.

After an episode of strong market volatility because of non-communication or
miscommunication in the second half of 2015, the PBC’s communication policy
has improved, but, Hess concludes, transparency remains linked to independence,
which is still clearly limited for the PBC as of today. The smooth implementation of
monetary policy measures may, therefore, pose challenges, also in the future.

Woosik Moon, in Chap. 3, provides an inside view into the workings as well
as the shortcomings of Inflation Targeting (IT) based on the Bank of Korea (BoK)
experience. As IT has become themainmonetary policy strategy for themajor central
banks of developed countries, the BoK also adopted it in the aftermath of the Asian
crisis of 1997/98.

Under IT, a central bank focuses directly on achieving a specific inflation rate,
instead of focusing on an intermediate target such as the money supply. This was
first adopted by the Bank of New Zealand in 1990. Later the consensus emerged that,
rather than 0%, a target of 2% was both appropriate and commensurate with price
stability, considering price rigidities in the labour market. The 2% target was thus
symmetric in the sense that undershooting it was as undesired as overshooting it.

However, given the history of high inflation in Korea, the BoK sets the target at
3% so as not to jeopardise its credibility. 3% was an asymmetric target, because a
higher inflation rate was to be avoided, whereas an inflation rate of less than 3% was
still welcome, even though it was considered unlikely. When, in the course of time,
the BoK achieved inflation rates well below 3%, it was, however, widely criticised
for not matching the goals that it had actually set for itself. It turned out that the
workings of the fine points of inflation targeting are difficult to communicate, and,
accordingly, are often not well understood. This resulted in credibility problems for
the BoK.

Another issue with IT is that it needs to rely on inflation expectations, which
the central bank tries to influence. This can be achieved comparatively well in a
high inflation environment if the central bank communicates its willingness to use
the well-proven monetary instruments to achieve the desired (lower) inflation rate
in a credible manner. In a low inflation or even deflation environment, however,
when inflation uncertainties are low, it is much more difficult to stimulate inflation
expectations. In the case of Japan, for example, inflation expectations fail to reach
the targeted 2% despite long-term efforts and unprecedented monetary easing by the
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Bank of Japan. Thus, Moon concludes that the whole concept of inflation targeting
may have reached its limits in an environment of low inflation.

Ulrich Volz, in Chap. 4, analyses the gap between declared monetary policy, often
IT, as in Korea, and the actual behaviour of central banks in a range of East Asian
countries. Traditionally, exchange-rate stability towards the US Dollar ranks high in
importance for Asian economies, as many of them strongly depend on international
trade and have a large share of their assets and liabilities denominated in US Dollars.
Intervening in currency markets has, therefore, been a common feature for many
central banks in the region. In this way, they try to control exchange-rate volatility
and to avoid exchange-rate misalignments. Another goal of these interventions is the
build-up of foreign currency reserves as a buffer against potential speculative attacks
on their currency in the future.

On the other hand, a range of countries, namely, Japan, Indonesia, Korea, the
Philippines and Thailand, have officially adopted an inflation-targeting strategy,
which is incompatible with interventions in currency markets. Buying foreign
currency to counter the appreciation of one’s own currency, for example, increases
the domestic money supply andmay thus run counter to a targeted inflation rate. Volz
shows, however, that, with the exception of Japan, the countries officially operating in
an inflation-targeting framework have intervened significantly in the currencymarket
in recent years, too. This is even more the case with countries which declare that they
operate under a “managed exchange-rate regime”, including China. Fear of being
named a “currency manipulator” may be the most important reason for the devi-
ation between officially declared and actually performed policy. This furthermore
indicates that inflation targeting, despite its popularity, still lacks a clear operating
framework or may even not be a suitable concept under certain circumstances.

Two central banks which officially put the exchange rate at the centre of their
monetary policies are the Central Bank of the Republic of China, Taiwan (CBC) and
the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS). Both are open economies that depend,
to a very large degree, on foreign trade and, in principle, support the free flow of
capital.

Ti-Jen Tsao analyses the case of Taiwan in Chap. 5. He emphasises that inter-
national capital movements are mostly driven by short-term financial speculation,
and not by trade or long-term investment motives. This trend is reinforced by the
massive quantitative easing strategies of major central banks in recent years, which
drives capital to seek acceptable returns wherever it is still possible.

Taiwan’s economy relies highly on international trade. Not only are exports of
importance, but, because the export goods depend—to a large degree—on foreign
value added, imports and exports are also strongly intertwined. A predictable and
rather stable exchange rate without strong volatility is crucial in this environment.
Notwithstanding this, less than 10% of the trade in New Taiwan Dollar (NTD) is now
based on international trade, whereas more than 90% is for the purpose of short-term
financial transactions, for example, in the Taiwanese stock market. Such short-term
capital movements can be a source of considerable macroeconomic and financial
instability, as is already evidenced by the Asian financial crisis of 1997/98.
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TheCBC, therefore, implements a range ofmeasures to stabilise the exchange rate
of the NTD. The strategy devised is that of “leaning against the wind”, which means
the central bank will not try to stem exchange-rate movements based on fundamental
economic trends, but will try to avoid erraticmovements based on the speculation and
the short-term transactions of foreign investors. For this purpose, the CBC intervenes
in the currency markets and has built a large pool of foreign currency reserves in
order to give credibility to such interventions. Short-term capital movements are
also restricted by regulations, such as prohibiting foreign investors from making
NTD time deposits or the calling of cash collaterals in securities borrowing. Tsao
considers the CBC monetary policy implementation to be successful, because the
value of the NTD is less volatile than the currency of similar economies. This has
helped Taiwan to maintain a current account surplus, low external debt and high
financial liquidity.

Singapore is a small and open economy dependent on international transactions
even to a higher degree than Taiwan. Also, Singapore bases its monetary policy on
the stability of the exchange rate. As Hwee Kwan Chow and Fot Chyi Wong point
out in Chap. 6, this simply makes sense, even for the purpose of inflation control,
without even considering the potentially damaging effects of large short-term capital
movements.

To achieve currency stability the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) keeps
the Singapore Dollar (SGD) stable against the value of a basket of currencies of
important trading partners by currency market interventions. The exact composition
of the basket is deliberately not made public in order to provide less attacking points
for potential speculative movements. Otherwise, however, the MAS communicates
in a very structured way to inform the market participants about its movements and
the rationale behind them. Like the central bank in Taiwan, the MAS also deploys
the strategy of “leaning against the wind”, thereby allowing the gradual appreciation
of the Singapore Dollar based on economic fundamentals, but keeping the short-
term movements of the currency value within a defined band, which can be adjusted
according to the prevailing economic situation. The MAS has been very successful
in safeguarding the defined currency stability under various circumstances, such as
the financial crisis of 2008/09 and in ensuring the recovery phase.

The focus on currency stabilisation has, however, the side effects that the MAS
cannot directly control short-term domestic interest rates, because to do so might run
counter to the exchange-rate targets. To avoid erratic movements of interest rates,
the MAS has devised a range of measures in the domestic money market, such as
providing credit and dealing in securities with selected participants. Chow andWong
conclude that the successful operations of the MAS over the years have also been
due to the institutional framework in Singapore and the ethos of financial prudence
on the part of the government.

Some fundamental issues in connection with monetary policy implementation
come to light in connection with quantitative easing (QE) strategies, which gained
popularity in major economies after the financial crisis of 2008/09 and also consid-
erably affected the Asian financial and currency markets, as seen above. In order to
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